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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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Historic
tours with
a holiday
touch
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Rate your college
professor
RateMyProfessor.com
launched its first ranking
on Oct. 10 and some
faculty is concerned that
categories like hotness'
may affect a student's
schedule | Page 3

ElUFowW
Reporter

What do I
do now?
Columnist Nick Harvey
reminisces about his

Dorm Decor Rules:

collegiate career and

While decorating their rooms, students
on campus should be mindful of a few
rules established by the University.

wonders what the real
world will hold | Page 4

The fine line
between anxiety
and paranoia

All decorations should be fire
resistant
■ No decor should be hung
from the ceiling
Doors can have decorations as long as the entire
door is not covered
■ Avoid the use of colored putty, two-sided
tape or nails
Trees must be artificial and no taller
than two feet
■ Lighting
decorations
must be
turned off
when
eaving
the

Paranoia plagues the
everyday individual - but is
there a line between
paranoia and anxiety?

|Pag.4
Sending in secret
messages
Inspired by Frank Warren's
top-selling PostSecret
books, the University
encourages students to
send in their own private
issues | Page 7

Pro athlete dies
After Redskins safety Sean
Taylor was killed at home,
sports stars question their
security | Page 9

Students begin to deocorate their rooms for the holidays
By India Hunter
Reporter

Falcons hockey
seeks weekend
wins
The team hopes to
bounce back by beating

It's beginning to lookalot like Christmas
—at least in many students' dorm rooms
anyway.
Despite the many projects, papers
and finals that are quickly approaching,
students in residence halls have taken
the time to deck their rooms with holiday decor.
Bright lights, miniature Christmas
trees, garland, holly, stockings and the

familiar sights of the holidays can be
spotted among residence halls.
Many student decorators emphasize
their desire to spread holiday cheer and
jump-starting the mood for the holidays.
"We love to decorate for Christmas
because it is our favorite holiday." freshmen Angela Bergfeldand Amber Castillo
said simultaneously.
With holiday cheer the roommates
even share Christmas theme food with
floormates.

Their room boasts Christmas decorations from the inside out. Colorful lights
run along the walls of their McDonald
West room complete with a miniature
Christmas tree and sparkling garland
running along the base of their television.
Similar decorations can be found in
freshmen Stacy Schroeder and Paige
Hollister's dormroom. They did everySee DORM | Page 2

Wayne State University
in a home-and-home
series | Page 9

To fund or not to fund, that is the question
"What do you do when a
vending machine eats your
money?"

Bush wants war
funding approved
before ho idays
By Ben Feller
The Associated Press

ANDREW SUHM
SOPHOMORE. English

rr

"I throw my hands in the
air in despair") Page 4

TODAY
PM Rain/Snow/Wind
High. 41. Low: 21

TOMORROW
PM Snow Showers
High: 31. Low: 28

WASHINGTON — President
Bush
sternly
pressed
Democrats to approve money
to fund the Iraq war "without strings and without delay"
before leaving town for the
Christmas holidays, something congressional leaders
have already indicated they
will not do.
After more failed attempts
to pass legislation ordering troops home from Iraq,
Democrats have said they
plan to sit on Bush's $196 billion request for war spending
until next year.
Bush said this will push the
Pentagon toward an accounting nightmare and affect the
military's ability to do its job
protecting the cduntry.
"The American people
expect us to work together
to support our troops. That's
what they want," Bush said

rtlTY OFFICER 1ST CUSS CHAD J. MCNKIEY I DEPARTMENT Of DEFENSE
NICE TO MEET YOU: Vice President Cheney and President Bush were greeted by Department of Defense members at the Pentagon

yesterday after spending two
hours meeting at the Pentagon
with military leaders. "They
do not want the government to
create needless uncertainty for
those defending our country
and uncertainty for their families. They do not want disputes

in Washington to undermine
our troops in Iraq just as they're
seeing clear signs of success."
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid, D-Nev., responded that
Democrats will get troops the
money they need as part of a
"war strategy worthy of their

sacrifices."
"Bush Republicans have
indefinitely committed our military to a civil war that has taken
a tremendous toll on our troops
and our ability to respond to
other very real threats around
the world," Reid said.

One wouldn't expect Victorian
underwear to be mixed with the
spirit of the Christmas season.
The Wood County Historical
Society thinks otherwise.
Every year since the 1980s the
Historical Society puts on their
Old I lome Holiday Tours in which
participants can walk through the
museum's historical exhibits while
enjoying Christmas decorations.
luanida Price, a volunteer
Christmas decorator for the
Historical „..„,
Society, said TO TAKE
Christmas ATOUR
was celebrated for gen- All activities
erations, for take place at the
yearsandthat Historical Center
the two mesh and Museum
together well.
located at 15660
"The nice County Home
thing about
Road in Bowling
the Christmas Green. To make
decorations is a reservation or
that they are for more infordone in conmation about
junction with the Old Home
the history Holiday Tours
exhibits," said call (419) 552Kelli Kling, 0967 or log onto
marketing, www.woodcountyhistory.org
public relations
and
special events
coordinator for the Historical
Society. "They |visitors| can still
enjoy and see about history, while
enjoying decorations also."
Area organizations have been
decorating since Nov. 1. in order
to prepare for their opening this
weekend.
"It is great fun to look at the decorations because you have antique
items in Itheroomsl and when you
putasplashofChristmascolortoo,
it is unique," Price said. "To see
people's creativity and how they
make it come alive for Christmas
and to watch the kids look at the
decorations, it's worth it."
In fact, it is the decorations that
often bring people to the museum
this time of year.
"The biggest draw is the decorating," Kling said. 'This is a large
house with 30 different rooms
decorated for the holidays. People
not only get creative ideas, they get
to see the different creativity and
concepts."
Not only do people enjoy the
beautiful holiday decorations, but
will get a taste of history as well.
This year's history exhibits include a room dedicated to
the history of the poorhouse,
another one called "Wood
County in Motion" and one called
"Victorian's Secret."
"The Victorian's Secret exhibit
shows Victorian underwear,"
Klingsaid."It really gives you a lot
of history about the mentality of
women in the Victorian era."
The exhibit was designed by
Heather Surface, a doctoral candidate in American Culture studies
at the University.
"Victorian's Secret, basically it
is a collection of underwear items
from the Victorian era," Surface
said. "It is different and it is not
what people expect to see. It is
interesting to show people something they haven't seen before."
Combining her Victorian's
Secret exhibit with Christmas
decorations doesn't phase Surface
at all.
"No, I... think that it will fit in
well with that [Christmas decorationsl," she said. "The way it is
set up, especially with the extra
room."
Surface, who worked on the
exhibit for two years, said she
was very proud when the exhibit
came together and people were
very congratulatory when it was
finished.
Surface said the idea for the
exhibit came about when she was
cleaning out the storage room full
of clothes at the museum.
See TOURS | Page 2
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
6:28 A.M.
through the passenger window of a
truck parked on Napoleon Road, causing about $200 worth of damage

MO AM
Someone went through a vefxle on
Frazee Avenue overnight Nothing was
taken
9:51 A.M.
'
Overnight someone broke the left rear
window of a car on South College Drive
and took a couple of dollars worth of
change from the vehicle.
10:58 A.M.
Marguerite C. Ingraham S3, of Bowling
Green, was cited for failure to confine her
dog. The animal had been seen running
around in front of Dunns Funeral home
on West Vaster Street
358 P.M.
Sometime in the last several days, the
window of a car parked on hioji Street
was broken out causing $250 worth of
damage
4 P.M.
Someone stole about $20 worth of
hange out of an unlocked vehtle on
'razee Avenue.
4:43 P.M.
A laptop was taken from under a tarp

DORM
in the bad of a pick up tuck on Eighth
Street
5:23 PM.
A person entered two unlocked vehicles
on North Summit Street and took several medications from one of the vehicles.
530 PM.
Gerald Jacob Washngton. 20. of
Bowing Green, was arrested for possession of marijuana at Ks home on East
Merry Avenue. FWice were questioning
Washngton about an unrelated case
wfien tfiey smelled burning marijuana coming from inside his apartment,
(ton consented to a search, and
■ md three bags of suspected
532 P.M.
Ronald Daren Jones. 42. of Perrysburg
ted for domestic violence and
taken to tlie Wood County Justice
n the Wal-Mart parlang lot witnesses reported that Jones threatened
to harm a woman and then kicked and
punched her car while she sat nside it

THURSDAY
12:08 A.M.
"'union. 25. of Fostora was cited
for possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia

CAMPUS
Student threatens
to commit suicide
A University student was taken into
police custody alter threatening to shoot
lumsell early yesterday morning
Bowling Green Police responded to a
911 call (roni an apartment at 1027 Clough
St aiound6am The students roommate
called to report that the student had a
loaded gun and was threatening to harm
himself, holding the gun against his head

and placing it in his mouth at some points
When police amved there were numerous people in the home trying to convince
the man to put the gun down.
Police called in the Wood County
Special Response Team and a crisis
negotiator The negotiator talked with the
student over the phone and convinced
him to surrender to police.
The man was taken to the Wood
County Hospital lor medical and mental
nemng Charges are pending.

128 W. Wooster #A, And B •
128 W. Wooster #C, And D
109 N. Main St. #«•
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thing from putling up a tree
10 hanging stockings on their
bedpost. They even cut out
snow flakes on their door to
create a holiday atmosphere.
Residents of KreischcrBatchelder Laura Laubenthal
and Sally Williams also went
all out in decorating their living space. Laubenthal said
she and her roommate spent
a little over three hours transforming their room.
And even though their
room has plenty of decorations, including wall hangings, a board counting down
the days until Christmas and
lights around the window,
laubenthal plans to shop for
more decorations this weekend.
"I think that you can never
have too many holiday decorations," Laubenthal said.
Many students decorate to
brighten the dark, dreary days
of the coming winter and to
bring a cheery mood to their
residence hall.
Ilailey Sible and her roommate,
Brittany
Kennedy,
turned their living space into
a miniature wonderland to
create a warm atmosphere for
the holidays.
"A lot of people stop in to
look at our decorations," Sible
said.
Not only do their decorations catch the eyes of passers-by, but their decorations
provide a sense of unity on
their floor.
One aspect unique about
their tree is that it includes
ornaments made by floormates. At theend of thesemester, the floor will exchange
gifts as apart of a secret Santa
program.
For some people though,
decorating has its roots
from traditions back home.
Sophomore len Kellermeyer
said she decorates because it
was what she did when living
at home.

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

HISTORICAL EVENTS

TOURS

"Christmas is a big holiday for me and my family,"
Kellermeyer said.
The miniature Christmas
tree in her room is particularly meaningful because it represents something special.
"Cutting down a fresh
Christmas tree was something my dad did until he
passed away five years ago,"
Kellermeyer said. "I would
have a real one in my room,
but it's against the rules."
Other holiday traditions for
Kellermeyer include listening
to classic holiday music from
artists like Nat King Cole and
losh Grobin. She also enjoys
watching the holiday movies
"Elf" and "A Christmas Story"
with friends.
Harshman-Ounbar residents Rebecca Morrow and
Katie Campbell, decorate
their rooms for similar reasons as well.
"I like to decorate around
Christmas time because it
feels more homey," Morrow
said.
A favorite holiday tradition
of hers is to watch the Charlie
Brown Christmas movie and
Campbell said she always
goes to the orchestra. It's one
of her holiday traditions.
While decorating their
rooms, students on campus should be mindful of
a few rules established by
the University. All decorations should be fire resistant.
Additionally no decor should
be hung from the ceiling.
Room doors can have decorations as long as the entire
door is not covered. Avoid
the use of colored putty, twosided tape or nails to prevent
being charged for damages.
For those interested in having a Christmas tree in their
room, make sure that it is
artificial and no taller than
two feet. Lighting sets are not
to be hung on metallic trees
and all other lighting decorations must be turned off when
leaving the room,
Happy decorating and
happy holidays!

From Page 1
"As we started going through
the materials, the more boxes I
went through the biggest common thread we saw was long
underwear from like 120 years
ago," Surface said. "We brainstormed and decided, why not do
an underwear exhibit."
The museum allows self-guided tours for visitors throughout
Dec. 1-16.
But, Old Home Holiday Tours
doesn't just consist of history and
a little splash of Christmas. There
are many other events going on
throughout the 16-day period.
The weekend will kick off
tonight with the Old Home
Holiday Gala. From 6-8 p.m. at the
Historical Center and Museum
in which participants will get a
unique spin on Northwest Ohio
foods.
"We partnered with BGSIJ
to develop a Northwest Ohio
Foodways Tradition exhibit and
a whole series of programming
around local food," Klingsaid. "So
the food we are going to serve
at the gala are Northwest Ohio
comfort foods."
These foods include finger
foods and desserts "reminiscent
of holidays past." Included with
the $20 cost is a silent auction
which will feature work from local
artists and Black Swamp memorabilia.
Various other activities will
be held throughout the 16 days
including live music, holiday teas,
a feather tree workshop, food
gifts workshops and a kids' crafts
workshop.
Overall, the Old Home Holiday
lours holds something for the old
and young at heart.
"There is definitely something
here for everyone," Kling said.
"This is for anybody, we welcome
families, groups of students."
Some families have even found
a tradition within the holiday
activities.
"There are a lot of young families from this area," Kling said,
"and they remember coming here
in the early days when this was

*
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Old Horn* Holiday Gala
Fundraiser
Come and enjoy Northwest Ohio
foods
Friday. Nov. 50. 6 -8 p.m.
Tickets: $20
MuHum Tours:
Tour the 30 room museum and
view the various history exhibits
with their splash of Christmas
spirit
Dec. 1 - 16
Weekdays 10 a.m. -5 p.m.
Weekends 1-4 p.m.
Donations Accepted
Holiday Teas:
Enjoy light refreshments before
touring the museum
Thursday, Dec. 6. Noon. 3 p.m.
and 6 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 13. Noon. 3 p.m.
and 6 p.m.
Tickets: $7 for historical society
members
$10 for non-members
$3 for children age 10 and under
Feather Traa Workshop:
Make your own 18 inch feather
tree
Saturday. Dec. 8,1-4 p.m.
Tickets: $30 per person
Reservations and payment due
Dec. 1
Space is limited
Food Gifts Workshop:
For adults and children alike!
Saturday, Dec. 15. 2-4 p.m.
Small fee per person
Reservations and payment due
Dec 11

;

Kids' Christmas Crafts:
Time to make those children's
crafts!
Sunday, Dec. 16.1-4 p.m.
Price: $3 per person
Limit 20 people
Reservations and payment due
Dec 11
the poorhouse or the museum.
We are getting the second generation of visitors coming through.
People are seeing this as a tradition — carrying down to other
generations''
But for some, like Pierce, it's
their love of Christmas bringing
I hem hack every year.
"I love Christmas and 1 love to
decorate," Pierce said.

• Efficiencies
One Bedrooms

A Place to call Home
Resort style living without the resort style price tag!

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Taking extra steps for protection

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some ewits ubn hom evwttbgsuedu

8 p.m.
Oceans in Space

2 - 5 p.m.
Prairie Margins Raffle

112 Physical Sciences Bldg.

Union 118-8 Table Space

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

3:30pm.
Tea Time - Seder Burns

BGSU Students Respond to
the South Bronx

Recent attacks provoke students to plan ahead so they don't have to walk across campus alone
By Steve Kunkler
Reporter

Fine Arts Center. Room 1218

130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

6 -8 p.m.
Hunger Banquet

0 a m. - llp.m.
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room

Commons Dining Hall

8 p.m.
"The 1940s Radio Hour" by
Walton Jones

204 Oltcamp

9-11 ajti
Prairie Margins Raffle

Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University

Union 118-5 Table Space

Hall

10:30 a.m -4 p.m.
Cocoon Shelter

8 p.m.
A Cappella Choir and
University Women's Chorus

Union 118-7 Table Space

Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts

1 -2:'5p.rr
Wow Them with Your
Words: Interviewing Tips

Center

9:30 -11 pm.
UAO presents "Sicko"

116 Conklin North

206 Union • Theater

Friday. November 50.2007 3

Recent attacks on campus have
influenced some students to
change the way they travel.
Walking with a group is one
way students can insure safety
but sometimes friends can't be
found.
For Elysia Sposato, a junior
majoring in integrated language arts, walking in well lit
areas at night helps her feel
safe. Sposato, who is trained in
the martial art of jujitsu, shared
a tactic she uses in case she
would be attacked.
"I hold a key in between my
fingers," Sposato said.
While Sposato has professional training,
F.ricka
Henderson, a senior majoring in psychology, goes with
a slightly more technological
approach in defending herself.

"I carry a knife," Henderson
said.

Rating professors: hot or not?

Henderson may feel carrying a blade is necessary, while
other students believe carrying
a razor cellular phone is sufficient.
A cell phone is the defense
of choice for Slacey Minis, a
freshman majoring in liberal
studies, who uses both cellular technology and the buddy
system to prevent any possible
attackers.
"I walk at night but I call one
of my friends to walk home
with me so I don't have to go
home by myself," Minix said.
The University also offers an
escort service for students who
would prefer not to walk alone
on campus.
From the beginning of
October, when the first attack
was reported, the Campus
Escort Service has seen an
increase in users.
According
to
Brandon
Scribner.asupervisorof Student
Safety Services, there has been

"I see extremely positive things that my
police officers don't have time to do,
[Campus Escort Service] provides a vital
service to our department."
John Shumaker | Campus Police Sgt.
an increased use in the service
including standing walks since
the reported attacks. Standing
walks are regularly scheduled
walks where an escort will take
a person from one place to
another.
I he workers at Student Safely
Services carry hand radios with
them which are directly linked
to the base so there Is constant
contact between the station
and the escorts.
While the escort service has
helped students gel from one
place to another, the campus
police have tried different tactics to catch assailants in the
act.

Campus police Sgt. John
Shumaker, who
oversees
the escort services, said (he
campus police have tried different laities, including silling in unmarked cars in the
University parking lots.
"If we are Irving to catch
someone we will be as disc rete
as we can. Shumaker said.
Shumaker also credited the
escort service for the help the)
provide lo the campus police.
"I see extremely positive
things that my police officers
clout have lime to do. ICampus
Escort Servicel provides a vital
service to our department."
Shumaker said.

LEAVING ON A JET PLANE

RateMyProfessors.com allows students to rate their instructors
based on teaching ability, personality and appearance
By Jennifer Madders
U Wire

College Professors."
"I would prefer that students were listening to what
I was saying rather than paying attention to my appearance." Salazar said. "I would
hope students' class choices
wouldn't be based on ihe ratings—that's scary."
Dr. Rick Wilber, a mass communications professor at USF,
believes RateMyProfessors.
com is "wrong-headed" in
some aspects because it asks
students to rate on a criterion
like "hotness."
"Standout Professors" lists
10 professors, in no particular order, who regularly "go
the extra mile" and receive
"stellar reviews" on their
RaleMyProfessors.com pages.
The Web site also introduced
an application that allows students lo access teachers' ratings
via lacebook. and "Professor's

MtvU's RateMyProfessors.com
launched itsfirst annual ranking
on Oct. 10 of the highest rated
college professors and faculty on
the Web site.
The Top-50 lists are titled
Highest Rated Professors,
Hottest College Professors
and Schools with fop Rated
Faculties. Votes were gathered
on the site from more than 7.5
million student-generated ratings of more than one million
U.S. college professors.
UniversityofSoulhern Florida
ranked No. 29 on ihe Schools
with lop Rated Faculties list.
Kathy Carvalho-Knighton. a
chemistry professor at the St.
Petersburg campus, and Karla
Davis-Salazar, an anthropology
professor at t he Tampa campus,
both made the list of "Hottest

Rebuttal" gives professors an
opportunity to respond to comments and ratings left by students.
RateMyProfessors.com was
introduced in 1999 and is the
highest trafficked college professor rating Web site in ihe United
Stales, covering nearly 6,000
schools.
More than 150,000 college
students access the Web site per

day.
"I don't know how I got by without {the Web site)," said Thomas
Cardillo, a USF senior majoring
in gerontology. "1 passed the site
ontomysislerandcousin—who
also attend USF—and they use it
every time they pick their class
schedules."
Denise Nicholas, academic
specialist for the College of
Mass Communications at USF,
doesn't have a problem with
the Web site.

Th;iycr CJhevrolet - Toyota - Scion
liC »Sl ' Students For < )\cr 30
PARTS

SERVICE
/

Offerinng quality
service with ASE
Certified Technicians +
FREE Shuttle Service,
Dedicated Towing
Service, and Full
Rental Dept.
HOURS

Genuine GM and
Toyota Parts. Daily
Deliveries on Special
Orders. FREE quotes
given.

Monday. Friday 7:30-6

Thursday 7:30-8

Saturday 8-2

BODY SHOP
306 Industrial Phwy.
New State of the art
Facility! Over 20,000
sq. feet. Staffed with
Professional Managers
and certified
technicians.
HOURS M-F 8-5

BGSU STUDENTS

10% OFF ALL
SERVICE AND
PARTS
(excludes Body Shop)
OH lot .i»pt. PreMriit lot DiMOunt

B.G.'s ONE
STOP SHOP!

419-353-5751
TOLL FREE! 800-989-0194

1225 N. Main St
ThayerBG.com

Monday Madness
$ 1 off any naked burnto

Two lor Tuesday
Buy one entree get one free
(Must present this ad)

Wacky Wednesday
Free Taco with purchase
Thirsty Thursday
Free large drink
with any purchase

Five Dollar Friday
$5.00 entree and drink

WE NOW DELIVER
please call for details
specials are tor dine-in and carryout only.

i r Main St., B.G. •41^53-7200pl

ENOCH WU

'iBGNEYfc

NIGHT FLIGHT: A C130 Hercules sits on the tarmac of the Wood County Airport Cadets and cadre of the University's ROTC program had
an opportunity lo e>perience a short flight yesterday evening

FORUM

"We were sure he would have taken the prize in good humor. - The judges from Literary Review
magazine who awarded late author Norman Mailer the annual Bad Sex in Fiction Award this week [from BBC News].

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"I'll kick it and yell.
"What the hell?!'"

What do you do when a vending machine eats your money?
"Just walk away."

SHARIFA YAHAYA
Jut i * Ait

the end of the month, it will he
time to pay for the cell phone.
cable, gas, electric, water, rent.
Student loans, car payments
and insurance of all varieties.
I he jobs I have looked at so far
don't seem to offer good health
insurance benefits which spells
had news for this 22-year-old
diabetic. If I have to buy health
insurance on my own, that will
add another couple hundred
bucks to my pile of bills.
I throw pictures of me and
my friends into the same
box. Pictures of parties, beer
pong, hanging out on campus and playing flag football.

do it first."
All pictures of friends 1 don't
get to hang out with enough.
Conflicting schedules and work

assure whenever I am free they
are busy. After graduation it will
be the same situation except
with the added obstacles of a
longer work schedule and a long
distance commute. College life
was looking a lot like post-college life.
The next thing I tound
changed my mind. It was a
hunch ol did hinders full of
class notes in a milk crate.

Hundreds of pages of words
that went in my ear and out
my lingers. At some point. I
reabsorbed those words, wrung
them out onto a test and forgot
them.They were just a few of
thousands 1 soaked up at some
point between preschool and
college graduation.
Through all those years, I
have been told about World War
II, geometry and not picking
my nose. Now that I am finally
graduating, it is officially the
end of being dictated to. No
more classes I have to lake or
GI'A requirements to reach
before moving on in life. Even
if I end up deciding lo be a fulltime Stamp licker, at least it is a
choice I will make without anyone telling me to do it first.
When I came to Rowling
(Ireen, I was asked what I wanted to do for a career. Instead
of making a decision. I should
have asked what could I find
a job doing. After four years of
aspiring to work for NASA or
Adult Swim, I realize 1 should
have been more practical.
After 1 graduate. I will finally
become completely independent, al the expense of being
broke and away from nearly
all my friends. However, when
I graduate, I will keep in mind
that many of the aspects of my
post-graduation future will be
similar to those of a good steak.
Finding a dream job will be rare
and bills will be expensive but
at least the memories ol good
friendships will clog my heart
for years...

Send comments almui Nick's
column lo llwneii's<fi'bgiiews.com.

CHECK THIS OUT!
Are you opinionated? Do you love to write? Want a chance to be part of
an award-winning news team?
The BG News is recruiting articulate, passionate columnists
and editorial cartoonists who want to have a big impact on
their community.
No experience required! But act fast for a chance at a spot!
For more information, e-mail Senior Editor Dave Herrera at
davidlhcabgsu.edu.

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Have your own rake on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestkxi lor
WILEY ROBERTS.
Freshman, Architecture

"Your mind is racing with thoughts of your
future. You begin to sweat and your nerves
are having seizures up and down your
spine. Sound familiar?"
You catch yourself walking
home late one evening, navigating your way through the
darkness as quickly as humanly
possible. The wind rustles the
dead leaves and the moon casts
an eerie glow upon the uneven
pavement.
A twig breaks, a shadow toys
with your peripheral vision. The
hairs on the back of your neck
bristle and goose bumps race
down your spine.
Although your shadowy culprit is revealed to be nothing
short of a harmless squirrel, a
wave of panic shudders over
your frame ami your brain spirals into a dark realm of fear and
anxiety. You have just experienced paranoia.
While typical paranoia sufferers experience harrowing delusions and imagined persecution, small scale occurrences of
paranoia affect individuals on a
dally basis. The feeling of being
followed, the sensation of being
wall bed, and certain perceptual
experiences can wreck havoc on
our brains. Our hearts race within our chests, our palms sweat,
our pupils dilate and flight-orfight takes over should the need
for self-defense become present.
Although physical situations

are no longer the sole triggers of
paranoia, college life presents
numerous opportunities for
stress induced paranoia.
So picture this scenario
instead: You're about lo graduate with a degree you do not
understand, with more debt
than job opportunities and a
future thai s as blank as your
stare in a 200-person lecture.
Your name is called for you to
walk; in your hand is a piece of
paper. The culmination of four
lor more) years of blood, sweat,
tears and money. A university
certification in an area for which
you hold no interest.
Your mind is racing with
thoughts of your future. You
begin lo sweat and your nerves
are having seizures up and
down your spine. Sound familiar?
The future is a daunting
and formidable opponent,
for which most individuals
are ill-equipped, living in an
age where we are raised in an
environment of heightened suspension, it is no small wonder
that minor occurrences of daily
paranoia occur. Some individuals even allow these would-be
normal, stressors to control their

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

thoughts, eventually evolving
into delusions. This progression
can lead to personality disorders
and schizophrenia. I am in no
way saying that by simply freaking out over your future, you are
likely to develop a personality
disorder — it only occurs in a
slim portion of the population.
So is the paranoia we think
we are experiencing when we
"feel eyes upon us," or "sense
someone following us." true
paranoia? Or could this be an
overactive psyche magnifying
the stressors in our lives?
Anxiety and fear can occur
with or without paranoia; a particularly terrifying teacher may
be experiencing a foul mood
causing fear to be struck into
the hearts of his or her students.
A student may be lacing an
exam they are under-prepared
for, thus resulting in high anxiety.
The abnormality comes when
the student begins lo believe
lite teacher is so evil, he or she is
sending spirits to torture them
in the night, laughable as thimay seem, delusions of persecution are often far-fetched
and are always serious. Another
factor to take into account is

whether or not the student has
been ingesting psychorropic or
hallucinogenic drugs, seeing as
how drugs of this nature have a
tendency to produce fantastic
delusions when taken in the
right amount.
"All day long I think of things,
but nothing seems to satisfy, 1
think I'll lose my mind." Ozzy
presents a credible example, in
that when people are paranoid,
obsessive thoughts consume
their daily habits. Although not
as severe, minor paranoia can
also become a thorn in one's
side, a constant prodding of
worry and second guessing.
It's not \wong lo label your
feelings as paranoid if your
unstable ex-lover is stalking
you via Facclxiok, but stressing over a final exam should
probably remain classified as
simple anxiety The experience
of anxiety and the experience of
paranoia are similar, and often
nun's share symptoms, making
it difficult to discern one from
the other,
The line is drawn though
when the anxiety about taking
a test evolves into an irrational
belief that the professor is slowly
devouring your soul through
the overheard projector above
your seat in class. So you have
my permission to freak out over
soul-devouring professors, just
try not to sweat the small stuff.

War was, and still is, a disaster
"If moderates come together politically,

ROSS SLANEFF t GUEST COLUMNIST

then there is hope for the country, but
any military presence by America will only

lason Snead's column, "Iraq's

Improved Numbers" is misleading statistically, factually
and realistically |Nov. 28|. The
fact that Bush and his fellow
neoconservatives have finally
mapped out a policy capable of
success nearly 1,700 days after
the "Mission Accomplished"
debacle is hardly reason for
celebration, hirst, consider
some sobering statistics.
As of early November, this
year is the deadliest for U.S.
troops inside Iraq. Nearly
3.900 of our young men and
women have lost their lives in
a war based on lies, over 800
this year alone. Furthermore,
this violence occurred despite
the heralded troop surge.
The invasion of Iraq and the
war to follow caused an estimated 4 million Iraqis to flee
their homes within 4 years,
the largest mass migrations
since the creation of the state
of Israel in 1948. In addition,
two million Iraqis have been
displaced inside of the country.
Therefore, 1.000 Iraqis returning to their homes each day,
which is a disputed figure
because of the difficulty in
tracking it, is only a drop in the
bucket, all inaccuracies aside.
The troop surge was
originally recommended to
President Bush in 2003 by
then-Secretary of State Colin
Powell, before the invasion.
Powell knew the American
military could not win against
an enemy practicing asym-

provoke violence from extremists."
metric warfare with less
than 200.000 troops. So why
didn't Bush and others listen
to Powell's advice, which
has been proven Due?They
wanted war; if they asked for
too many troops, it would
take away from the war in
Afghanistan and spread our
military too thin. Under the
current troop surge, this has
happened. Many soldiers serve
IS months in Iraq, come home
for 12 months, and then are
sent back to war.
Powell was chairman of
the U.S. loint Chiefs of Staff
during the 1991 Gulf War
and firmly believes in having a clear exit strategy in any
conflict. Unfortunately, "exit
strategy" is a phrase that does
not appear in the official Bush
administration dictionary.
Many war proponents throw
out mindless propaganda that
usually seeks to convince us
that a timetable for withdrawal
would lead to disaster. In all
actuality, American forces arcprovoking the violence that
they are supposed to be putting a stop to. According to a
recent Pew Research poll, a
majority of Iraqis now believe
attacking a U.S. soldier is justified.
Lastly, the troop surge can

DAVE HERRERA. SENIOR EDITOR

only be considered a success if
Iraqi politicians come together
and forge a political compromise. Despite increased
security in some neighborhoods, Shias still cannot live
peacefully in Sunni neighborhoods and vice versa. The
country is slowly becoming a
partitioned slate. If moderates
come together politically, then
there is hope for the country,
but any military presence by
America will only provoke violence from extremists. Military
Intervention cannot fix the
problems of a fight between
two sects of a religion that has
lasted for over 1,300 years.
Don't buy into the lies
and distortions of a very
small minority within the
Republican Party. They have
bigger goals in mind and want
to convince us that Iraq has
been a success. Iran is the next
target on their dart board and
they have already begun playing the war drums. Learn from
the mistakes made leading up
to the Iraq war or else we will
all be doomed to repeat them.

Slaneffis a sophomore
majoring in finance. Send
res/mnses 10 his column 10
thenews@bgnews.com.

Send responses to Ally's column IO thenewsQbgneu&eom.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Why did gift guide focus
only on Christmas?
Amazing how the "holiday
gifts" section of yesterday's
paper had Santa (Taus,
holly, Christmas trees and
elves, which are all signs
of the Christian holiday of
Christmas, but no sign of
1 i.uiukk.iii. or Kwanzaa.
Though I myself am
Pastafarian and observe my
holy days in early fall. I am
frustrated to only see one religion represented in this "holiday" section. So does "holiday"
= "Christmas"? Why are other
"holidays" not represented in
the photos that decorated the
paper?
Are they not acknowledged,
because those who celebrate
them are in the minority?
(liven, the University is highly
Christian, but the section
was about "holiday gifts" not
"Christmas gifts."
—lenn Dietsch

Senior. Psychology

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say
about dr\ opinion column of news
story? Here's how to get in touch
with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at
thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our
comment box at the
Union Information Center.
Be sure to read the submission
guidelines at the bottom of this
page.

The BG News Submission Policy

CANDICE JONES. SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY. CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON. CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU. DESIGN EDITOR

210 West Hall

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

The fine line between paranoia and anxiety

deciding to be a full-

I will make without
anyone telling me to

*

LESLEY HANER.
Junior. Art-3D

"Even if I end up
time stamp licker,
at least it is a choice

"Shake it."

JjV^WB^J "'P'«5 the changereturn button 10
times and say a few
choice words."

PATRICK JENKINS.
Junior. Graphic Design

I'm graduating, but
Ve got my memories

in less than a month. I will be
a college graduate and thus
dragged kicking and scream
in;; into the "real world.'' Most
people I know are excited 'o
gi aduale and puisne t he career
oi iluii dreams. I was never
realrj sure how I felt about
graduating until I started to
park up n iv apartment just
before fhanksgiving break.
While I was loading up my ear.
1
hejjin lo compare my college
career to what the real world
will he like.
I collected the old paycheck
Stubs on my desk and threw
them into a box. Mopping up
spilled drinks and providing
quick and courteous customer
service isn't something I have
particularly enjoyed. Recently.
a customer asked me if we sold
Sprite thai wasn't lemon-lime
flavored. I felt a tingle in my
brain as if a customer-induced
tumor was forming. I told him
we, along with the rest of the
world, don't carry any variety of
non-lemon-lime Spi He.
I have a feeling after I leave
Bowling Green things won't
change much. I am all for the
pursuit ol a dream joh hut
there aren't many of those
available on Monster.com or
(iareeiliiiililei.com these days.
Alter examining the joh market.
I have realized there are only
a few jobs for which I fill the
requirements. The jobs I am
qualified for have the appeal of
being a full-time stamp licker.
There are hills from John
Newlove, the City of Bowling
(ireen and lime Warner on mv
desk too. Alter paying the hills
each month, I can afford just
enough food to keep me alive
and enough alcohol to keep
me sane. Once I finally find a
Career, chances are there still
won't be much extra money. At
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be (ewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.

BRIAN SZABELSKI, WEB EDITOR
KRISTEN MOONEY.C0PY CHIEF
COLIN WILSON. SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIECURUS, PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSON, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
ENOCH WU, PHOTO EDITOR

GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number ol submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered lor
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol The BG News

NATION

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Teacher sentenced for offending Islam
By Alfred do Montesquiou
The Associated Press
KHARTOUM.
Sudan — A
Sudanese court convicted a
British teacher yesterday of insulting Islam for letting her students
name a teddy hear Muhammad
and sentenced her to 15 days in
prison, avoiding a heavier pun
ishment of 40 lashes. The teacher
wept in court, insisting she never
meant to offend.
The sentence and quick sevenhour trial were aimed at swiftly
resolving the case, which had
put Sudan's government in an
embarrassing position — facing
the anger of Britain on one side
and potential trouble from povv
erful Islamic hard-liners on the
other.
The defense said the case was
sparked by a school secretary
with a grudge. But it escalated as
Muslim clerics sought to drum
up public outrage against what
it called a Western plot to insult
Islam's Prophet Muhammad

and demanding Gibbons be
punished.
Officials were trying to tamp
down public anger in the face of
hard-line calls for protests after
Muslim prayers today.
The government, which has
often touted its Islamic credentials, encouraged past protests
over cartoons seen as insulting the prophet published in
European papers. But its moves
now suggested it feared the case
could hurt its reputation in the
West.
The teacher, Gillian Gibbons,
"was in tears" when she testified
in court yesterday, a member of
her defense team, Abdel-khaliq
Abdallah, told The Associated
Press.
"She said thai she never wanted to insult Islam" by allowing the
children to name the stuffed toy
Muhammad, a common name
among Muslim men, the lawyer
said, speaking outside the courtroom. Media were barred from

the chamber.
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court in Sudan yesterday where a British teacher is sentenced (or insulting Islam
Gibbons. 54, was found guilty
of "insultingthe faith of Muslims"
and sentenced to 15 days in jail,
followed by deportation, said
All Mohammed Ajab. a human

nsht8 lawyer on the defense team.
The charge is a lesser offense in

the article of the criminal code
under which she was tried, which
includes several possible charges.
Prosecutors had pressed for
conviction on a heavier charge
under the same article — inciting
religious hatred.
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Mass. woman's bucks burglarized by blowing breeze

The money — a total of SI, 100
— belonged to 83-year-old Mary
(Hive ('orhiere. who was banking
on it to buy Christmas presents
and lost it alter a freak accident.
Corbiere had left a drugstore
Tuesday and was putting her
bags in her car when a n ind gust

pushed her shopping cart — still
containing her purse and cane
— into the back of a nearby delivery truck.
The cart somehow became
stuck in a rear wheel well before
I he 11 uck pulled away and disappeared into traffic.
"Bverythiltg was normal, then
I turned around and the cart had
taken off," said Corbiere, a retired
hnglish teacher and nurse.
Ihecartwasdragged for blocks
along one of the town's busiest thoroughfares as the driver.

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!
Mid Am Manor
(.11 Ihir.lSt
703 Third Si
839 lonnhSi

M

Charlestonn Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
' 'I' V,'ll Hamilton

8

3
8

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no

return any of the money they
might have found.
"We're hoping people will

do the right thing," police Sgl.
Charles Dodge said.
Corbiere, though, isn't waiting around for the money's
retum. She headed to the bank
Wednesday to get a new checkbook and make another withdrawal.
She didn't even bother to
retrieve the battered purse from
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police,
"That's no use to me now," she
said. "What I really needed badly
is my cane, and I am lucky I did
gel that hack."

Visit BGNEWS.com

Experience college life in

Id Am
anagement
.. -.

r.s—e-»

oblivious to what had occurred,
headed to the next delivery.
Witnesses told police that
when the purse finally burst
open, strangers slopped and
grabbed the fluttering currency,
which Corbiere had withdrawn
for holiday shopping and bills.
Officers found Corbiere's tattered checkb(K)k and cane —
hut little cash. They are urging
people not to be Grinches and
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STANDING GUARD: Sudanese anti-riot policemen stay alert outside Khartoum
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guessing or math involved.

MONTAGUE Mass. — Cash
fluttering in the breeze might
have seemed like a gift from
heaven, but anyone in this western Massachusetts town who
grabbed some of it is being asked
to please give it back.
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MOHM'S \\aililhlc
dove in cunifius

( till lit make an appointment ttnltiv'
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 B(i

352-4380
11 lit 1.1 in'. "'vcri/nn.ncl

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
Available May 17, 2008
221 S College Dr- Three bedrooms
S816 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$826 00 Tenanls mow lawn Limit 3
people limil3cars Lease 5(17,08 to

150 Manville- Two bedrooms 5740 00
per month plus utilities Deposit 5740 00
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease
5/17/08-5/9/09

5*09
710E«hthSt ■ Three bedrooms. 2 balhs
$960 00 per month plus ulililies. Deposit
$960 00 Air conditioned, washer and
dryer Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease
5/17/08 - 5/9/09

150 V2 MOTille- One bedroom 5440 00
per month plus utilities Deposit $440 00
Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars Lease
5/17/08-5/9/09
530 E Merry- Three bedrooms $775 00

710 1/2 Elm SI- Three bedrooms 2
baths $770 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit 5770 00 Mas washer and dryer
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease
5/17/08 -5/9/09

per month plus utilities Deposit $775 00
Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars Lease
5/17/O8-5/9/09

B31 Stigri Hamillor). Unit ffB •
Two bedrooms $810 00 per month

117 Georgia- Four bedrooms 5840 00
per month plus utilities Deposit 5840 00
Air conditioned, washer and dryer Limit

I~

■i

-I

-I

Deposit $810 00 Air conditioned, washer
and dryer Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars

^_

Lease 5/17/06 -5/9/09

r-

_L

3 people limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08
-5/9/09

We have many

148 Mamie- Two bedrooms $700 00
per month plus utilities Deposit $700 00
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease
5/17/OB -5/9/09

NOT JUST WHAT YOU WANT...WHAT YOU NEED!

other apartments
available.
Stop in the Rental

FREE Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher,

office for a complete
brochure.

Built-in Microvwave
FREE Internet/Cable, Private Shuttle Service

Available August 21, 2008
Three bedrooms
$690 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$690 00 Limit 3 people Limn 3 cars
Has a washer and dryer Lease 8/21/08
-8/8/09
432 S ColleoenB- One bedroom
$480 00 per month plus utilities Deposit

PRIVATE Baths in each Bedroom

140 1/2 Manville- Two bedrooms above
a garage $560 00 per month plus utilities

HUGE Bedrooms and Closet Space

Deposit $560 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2
cars Lease 871/08 - 8/809

HUGE Back Deck area perfect for Cook-Outs

831 Scott Hamilton Unit «A- Two
bedrooms $810 00 per month Deposil

$480 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.

$810.00 Air conditioned, washer and
dryer Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars Lease

Lease 8/21/08 -8/8/09

8/21/08 - 8/8/09

710 Elm Street- Three bedrooms

712 Second IB- Two bedroom duplex

$740 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$740 00 Has a washer and dryer Limit

$690 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$690 00 Has dishwasher Limit 2 people

3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 8/21/08

Limit 2 cars 8/21/08-8/8/09

X

LOW Monthly Rates!
FREE T-Shirt with Application!

-8/8/09
Three bedrooms
$690 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$690 00 Has a garage lor storage Liml
3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 8/21/08
-8/8/09

T O W N H ■ O M IS
E
P
ES,
LLP
V. W 1V1 1VI U IN J
I I 1.
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Families with children welcome to apply lor any rental unit.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. .
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E.WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 4:30

C
O M
M U N
CO
MMUNITI
2,,

;~>~ Napoli-on Rd. • Bowling Given. (>l I 4;u<>2 • 4'9-353-33O0 • WWW.COpperbeechtownhomes.com
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MAKE YOURSELF
AT HOME

We inviteyou to worship with us
and look forward to meetingyou soon!

St. Aloysius

IXIMORI YOUR FAITH
Will Rl YOU II
Bl ONI Ol llll I AMI IV

St. Mark's
Lutheran Church

First United Methodist Church

!LC0MES

& Catholic Church
i

We're on the corner of Summit & Clough St.

\i

SUMMER WORSHIP
10.00 am (Through Sept. 2)

(419)352-4195
a

WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

Rev. Dale Schaefer
www.simatkslutheranbg.org
35 South College
Bowling Green

(419)353-9305

Rev. Dr. Michael Malanga
Senior Pastor

Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.
Contemporary service at 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

«**-V—CBowlinj> Green

Bible Study
Monthly home-cooked meals

Church

\^11U1^.11
\
Real Cod...

Please join us at:
1526 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402

Km/ People.

1165 Haskins Road
email: office@bgcovenant.org

9:00 Contemporary Service
10:00 Sunday School (all ages)
11:00 Traditional Service
WEDNESDAY EVENING
(Beginning Sept. 19"1)
5:30 Dinner
6:30 Classes

ovenant

SERVICE
10:00 A.M.

.

FALL WORSHIP
(Beginning Sept. 9)

419-353-0682

419.352.8483
www.bgcovenant.org

www.fumcbgo.org

Otitw, W*^ tU \tledJ.
widen worship - 10:15 a. m-

|ST. THOMAS

1M0RE
WWW.STT0MS.COM

425 THURSTIN AVENUE

MASS TIMES:
'SATURDAY
SUNDAY

5:00 PM
10:00 AM
5:00 PM'
9:00 PM'
Monday
7:00 PM'
Tuasday
5:15 PMWBdnesday 9:00 PM'
Tlinrsnay
5:15 PM'
' Friday
TBA

1161 napoleon road
419.352.3623
Hce@bgalliance org

PEACE LLITHERAN
CHURCH

■ oi sumac BCSU BUMS«« SVMMEII

(419)352-7555

bowling green alliance church

1028 PEARL ST.

(MARIINDALE AT W.WOOSTERI

BOWLING GREEN.OHIO
4I9-352-024!

THE PULSE
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LOCAL
Old Home
Holiday Tour
This weekend is the
opening weekend for the

T

Wood County Historical
Museum's holiday display.
Walking through the
museum, you can tour

7

over 30 rooms decorated,
enjoy entertainment, children's activities and visits

/

from Mr. and Mrs. Claus.

Happy Badger
Anniversary
Celebrating its first anniversary in Bowling Green.
Happy Badger trade store.
Owners Alan and Donna
Cohen are hosting a party
Sat. from 12-8 p.m. at the
house on the hill on the
corner of Clay and Main.
Free food and
entertainment.

1940s Radio Hour
This weekend at the Eva
Marie Saint Theatre, take
a journey back to the
World War II era. This
musical incorporates big
band music and holiday
spirit. Tickets are $12.

TOLEDO AREA
Monty Python's
Spamalot
This weekend at the

•

Tried ?*•» card

^d rmikd M «**
Warm* hous< MH

Stranahan Theatre, come
■ experience Spamalot.
The musical won the

s^stwrrlft^

2005 Tony Award for best
musical. This new performance is based on the
classic Monty Python and
the Holy Grail.

far, r
8PAM.U01
■

■

life* ionM- really
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Comedian Dave
Dyer
Friday and Saturday
night just got funnier at
Connxtions Comedy Club'
in Toledo. This weekend
Dave Dyer will headline.
Bring your family or
friends! The first show is 8

Eat like a
king at any
buffet

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE ALLYOUCANEAT BUFFET
See buffet photos on Freddy's blog at http://feastingwithfreddy.blogspot.com

Commons

PRICE

MENU

COMMENTS

DETAILS

*—+*>*

Brunch has it all. hash browns,
eggs, pancakes, and biscuits
and gravy. Brunch also features an omelet bar. Lunch
and dinners change everyday
Waffles, salad bar and ice
cream are always available.
Free refills on 16 drinks

It's on campus and meal plan
friendly. A great place to go and
do homework until you're finished
or either too full. Also look out
for special dinners. Next Monday
is the Holiday Dinner Buffet, get
your picture taken with Santa!

Lunch Mon-Thurs
11 a.m -2p.m.
Dinner Mon-Thurs
4-30-7:30p.m.
Sunday Brunch
11a.m.-2:30p.m.

Features most all Chinese
food. From l_o Mien to
Sesame Chicken to Egg
Drop Soup. There are some
American items featured, but
not many. Soda costs 95 cents
to refill.

Has a very large variety of Chinese
dishes. Has probably the largest
selection of dessert items. The
restaurant is very traditional Asian.
Prides itself on featuring over 60
items daily

Has the largest buffet selection in Bowling Green. Not
only Chinese, but American
food as well. Everything from
Salt and Pepper Squid to
Mac N' Cheese. Has a sushi
bar and Mongolian bar. Sushi
included in carry out buffet

The restaurant is very Asian. Lots
of archways and other Chinese
decorations. Sushi bar is restocked
every 2 hours. Birthday parties get
a cake, and a song and dance. Also
features a very tasty dessert bar.
Friday and Saturday are crab leg
nights for $8.95. Probably has the
most to offer out of buffets In BG.

Has mostly a Chinese menu
but does feature some
American dishes like pizza
and TX toast. King Buffet
probably has the least amount
of menu items but does have
free refills on drinks.

King Buffet only opened in
October and is the cheapest Buffet
m BG. The buffet isn't very large,
but the Kings combo includes any
four entrees and a drink for $5.99

Lunch Mon-Fri
lla.m-3p.m.
Sat-Sun
I1:30a.m.-3pm.
Dinner
4p.m.-9p.m.
BGSU students get 10*

Features salad, soup, breadsticks and all types of pizza.

Request a pizza for the buffet and
your table gets first dibs.

Sun-Thurs
lla.m.-lOp.m

Dinner $795
Brunch $795

p.m. and the second show
is 10:30 p.m.
For an additional CD
review and movie
review, check out the
BG News online at www.
bgnews.com.

THEY SAID IT
I never
apologize. I'm
sorry, but that's
just the way
I am."
Homer
Simpson

It's like an everyday feast without an occasion, a sanctuary
for fat people and a good reason to buy toilet paper in bulk.
Buffets are the answer when
your hunger is larger than your
wallet
I went on a buffet tor de
Bowling Green and compiled
valuable information so you
can pair up with the buffet that
is just right for you
Buffets should be utilized.
We, as college students, are
always looking for a good deal
on a meal Even if six bucks is
all you have to your name, as
long as your inside the buffet you're a king. All the food
I could ever eat for a couple
bucks? Count me in.

Hunan
Buffet

Old Town
Buffet

Lunch
Mon- Sat $5.75
Dinner
Mon-Thur$: $7.95
Fri-Sat: $8.95
Sun: $7.95 all day

Lunch $5.75
Dinner $7.95
Sundays $795

King
Buffet

Cheapest Buffet in BG!
Lunch

$4.99
Dinner
Mon-Thurs
$5.99
Mon-Fri I1-4pm

$6 00
All other limts
%*■

$795

Get carry out too.

Mon-Thun
tla.m.-10p.m.
Friday
lla.m.-llp.m.
Sunday and Holidays
Noon-lOp.m.
Sushi is 50 cents extra
if you carry out buffet.
Mon-Thurs
lla.m.-lOp.m.
Fri-Sat
lla.m.-lOp.m.
Sunday
11a.m.-9p.m.
BGSU students and
senior citizens get 10%

Fri-Sat
lla.m-12am.
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SECRET
From Page 7
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In 2004, Wan-en staned what
began as a small project and
quickly developed into a global
craze.
PostSecret is an art projea that
displays people's biggest secrets
that they are willing to share'
anonymously with die world.
Since 2005, four PostSecret
books have been published and
are owned by millions of fans
globally. Badl book is a collaboration of anonymous secrets,
creatively and artistically written
or typed onto a post card and
mailed to Frank Warren himself.
Every Sunday, Warren selects
secrets to put on his Web site
for fans of the project to look
through.
There are no age requirements
and anyone can participate,
including a University student,
and the only rule— it must state
the tnith.
I lere at BGSU. students can
lie faced with many overwhelming factors such as school, work,
roommate issues, peer pressure,
friendships and relationships.
Trying to balance everything at
once can be very difficult and it
is helpful to share and express
your feelings with others.
However, some students may
feel they have no one to share
with, which is where PostSecret
at the University comes into
play.
Mail your own hand-crafted
secret anonymously to 210 West
Hall, Attn: Pulse Editor. They
will be collected once a week
and selected to be published in
the paper.
Everyone has a secret. Your
secret may also be someone
else's and sharing it will let
them know that they are not
alone.

CREATING YOUR OWN
POSTSECRET:
■ Size: 4 by 6
■ No names or direct
refrences
■ Be creative with it
■ For more examples or
inspiration, visit
www. postsecret.com

R0TTENT0MOr0(S<OM
ENCHANTED DANCE: Patrick Dempsey and Amy Adams stai in a live-action Disney movie, set in New York City

Disney's latest film 'Enchants'
nostalgic fans of every age
meets the real world it opens
up a whirl-wind of endless
humor that rests on the films
In the past, when Disney made a of the past. Without some of the
2-Danimationfilm,thcaudicnce most delightful characters and
wasn't always as widespread as it performances Disney has ever
could have been. It seems to be offered, none of this would have
more profitable for Disney when been possible.
If it doesn't catch the fancy of
they produce live-action films
like "Pirates of the Caribbean." the adults who remember growIn order to change things up and ing up with a Disney education,
target their age old message to at least "Enchanted" garners
an ageless audience, it is going to the entire viewing commutake some serious send-ups that nity of ABC's "Grey's Anatomy."
poke fun at the distinguished With "Grey's Anatomy" star
format of some favorite Disney Patrick Dempsey playing the
unlikely, but McDreamy
classics.
"Enchanted" is Disney's new- hero, "Enchanted" elegantest experiment in expanding ly dreams up an outstandtheir audience. A story about a ing cast. Even though lames
fairy-tale princess may not be Marsden is terrific as the selfas marketable to most older indulgent Prince Charming
audiences, but when a spell is archetype, the performance is
cast upon her and she is thrown only a compliment to the spellinto the middle of New York City, binding performance by Amy
the tale becomes much more Adams as this story's princess.
interesting. When this fairy tale Adams delivers a performance
By Aaron H.UUrich

Reviewer

ALBUM
REVIEW

Three stars out of four
Letter Grade: B
Rated PG for some scary
images and mild innuendo.
Runtime: 107 min.
Starring Amy Adams.
Patrick Dempsey. James
Marsden. and Susan
Sarandon
Directed by Kevin Lima

Listening to the jingling
bells while groceries sell
Emily Rippr
Reporter

■ The Hives
■ Grad« | B*

A GREAT HOLIDAY GIFT!

that is nothing less than perfect
as you believe she came straight
from the pages of a storybook.
It has never been easier for
a film to deliver the familiar
Disney formula. With humor
for just about everyone in the
family, "Enchanted" casts a spell
on this holiday season as one
of the most widely-entertaining
and cleverly constructed movies
that isn't afraid to poke fun
at its own roots. On top of it
all, the characters do more
than enchant; they capture
our hearts.

TRY IT AGAIN"
WHAT DAVE HERRERA THINKS: H „ ,
Pelle Almqvist drops into a sudden monologue
on "Try It Agan.~ the second track to The Hrves'
"The Black And While Afcum" "They say the
definition ol madness is doing the same thing
and enpecting a different result" he says.
Good Hung he learned that lesson, because it
means the album is strong and a needed departure from the constant hill-speed pace of the
group's first three releases
Sure. Almqvist is as brash and cocky as ever
Guitarists Nicholaus Arson and Vigilante
Carlstroem lead the charge, stil loud and
raucous.
But only a few tracks - lead single "Tick Tick
Boom." "Try It Again." and "You Got It All.
Wrong" - sound like The Hives as you might
have known them
They know about dynamics now. for one. like on
"Square One Here I Come" and 'Bigger Hole
To Fill" They use standard loud-quiet-loud and
Almqvist drops almost to a whisper at pomts
Not much ol a change m theory, but it's nooceable
Elsewhere. "THE H I.VLS" is a funky strut with
a chilled piano and |au flute. 'Giddy Up!" is all
Devo-weird background vocal calls and sexual
tension ("Our only way to reconcile/Is to get back
*i the saddle for a little ride/Giddy up now1")
"Return The Favour" goes full Wast, but turns
as catchy and danceable as any good pop song
and tosses in a killer alltogelhernow chorus for
good measure.

It's 40 degrees outside, and while
gusts of Bowling Green wind
almost knock shoppers outside of Kroger off their feet, the
faint sound of a jingling bell
resonates through the parking
lot. lust behind the first set of
doors Donnan limison continuously shakes a tiny silver Ix'll with
his right hand. Passersby greet
him with a friendly, "Mow you
doing, Don?" as they put random
amounts of dollars and cents into
the nxl kettle next to him.
But limison isn't a solicitor.
" I 've been doing this for the past
ten years." said the 84-year-old
Salvation Army bell ringer.
Like many Salvation Army
bell ringers, limison got involved
with the organization through his
church. He is a member of the
First Christian Church of Bowling
Green. This year, representatives
of their congregation can be
found at Kroger every Wednesday
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. with a contagious smile across his or her lace,
limison is no exception—though
he may seem a little happier to be
there than the usual volunteer.
"I worked at this Kroger for 17
years," limison said. "So I recognize all these people's faces, but
when it comes to names, forget
about it."
But the past patrons and previous co-workers remember the
kind-hearted Donnan limison by
name.
However, they are not the only
people who help out (unison's

cause. Random strangers are
more than willing to make a contribution to the Salvation Aitny
According to limison. roughly
100 grocery shoppers will make
donations in any given hour
— the typical time a bell ringer's
shift lasts.
And every day during this
time of year, volunteers jusl like
limison stand outside of establishments like Kroger and WillMart all acron the country, collecting millions of dollars.
Tin not exactly sure how much
our church collects for the cause."
limison said. "But the more we
get, the better it is for the Salvation
Army."
The organization's Web site,
www.salvationarmyusa.org,
states their mono loud and proud
"Doing the most good." And with
the help of church groups and
individuals like limison, the
Salvation Army is able to do the
most good for the less fortunate.
The donation money bell ringers
collect helps fund Christmas dinners, clothing and toys for families in need.
And though limison doesn't
know every aspect of the Salvation
Army's volunteer services, the
idea that he can help others in
any way is reason enough to participate for ten consecutive years.
He says becoming a volunteer
is easy, and there are at least a
dozen organizations in Bowling
Green alone that people can contact if they are interested in volunteering.
"They're not picky," limison said.
"And they don't kick too many out.
1 don't think."
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THE [ION KING
IIOADWAY'S

AWARD-WINNING

E

IEST MUSICAL

GREAT SEATS AVAILABLE!
CALL
tkketmaster
(419) 474-1333

IN PERSON
PREMIUM
Stranahan Theater TICKET PACKAGES
Call tkketmaster
BOX Office
or any
CROUPS
ONLINE
Ticketmaster
(12 or more)
ticketmaster.com
outlet
Call (866) 314-7687
Tickets sublect to applicable service charges Performance prices, dates, times and cast are sublect to change

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

without notice Single-ticket purchases limited to 8 tickets per person. Other restrictions may apply

6 WEEKS ONLY! • FEBRUARY 21-MARCH 30
Stranahan Theater • Toledo, OH
iLMCDLN

Hfe

llonkingtour.com

,3*7. ««-r» w

meccabg.com
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SIDELINES

BG looks to bounce back vs. WSU
earby foe has a familiar face in Wilkinson
By Eth»n Migoc
Reporter

BASEBALL
BG Baseball
announces its 2008
schedule
The season begins Feb. 22
and includes 21 home games.
The Falcons play three home
games against four-time
defending MAC Champion

Good hockey teams know how to
respond if a game or two doesn't
go their way.
This weekend the Falcons set
out to prove they are one such
club capable of bouncing back
from losses when they take on
Wayne State in a home-andhome series. Two weeks ago,
Northern Michigan ended BG's
chances of sweeping three consecutive Central Collegiate
I lockey Association series for the
first time in almost 20 years.
Then, when most BG students

headed home for Thanksgiving
Break last Tuesday, the Falcons
suffered their third CCHA loss of
the season at the hands of Notre
Dame.
The game was BG's second
Tuesday night loss to the Fighting
Irish on the season. The first
came on October 23 at the BGSU
Ice Arena.
"It was disappointing because
I thought we played a very good
game against a good hockey
team there in arguably one of
the toughest places to play."
coach Scott Paluch said. "We did
the things we needed to do, but
unfortunately we didn't earn the

points that 1 think we deserved."
Had the Falcons earned those
points by defeating Notre Dame
last week, then they possibly
could have moved into a tie for
second place in the CCIIA with a
sweep this weekend.
Putting these "what if's" aside.
BG must now focus on Friday and
Saturday night's games against
Wayne State, a team they haven't
faced since November 2004.
BG looks to return to the complete team thai put together
that five game win streak earlier
See HOCKEY | Page 10

TREVOR IEE

LIKE A ROCK: Nick Eno holds his posilion down during a game against Northern
Michigan on Nov. 17. The Falcons have lost just three conference games this season

Kent State. Non-conference
games include Michigan.
Cincinnati. Wayne State and

WHAT THEY'RE
SAYING...

Western Kentucky.

SCHEDULE

AP—Athletes' reactions to the
rash of crimes against players in
recent months

TODAY
Hockey:

"He was at his house, you
know? You cant live m a box.
Here he was, at his home, and
it's 2 o'clock in the morning or
whatever it was. He wasn't out
in a club. He wasn't out doing
something. He was at home,"
- Washington Redskins LB
London Fletcher, on the shooting death of teammate Sean
Taylor.

at Wayne State; 7:05 p.m.
Women's Basketball:
vs. Florida Gulf Coast; 5 p.m.
Swimming and Diving:
at Ohio State Invitational

TOMORROW
Men's Basketball:
at Oakland; 4 pm.
Women's Basketball

'We're always at risk. Now.
people see the risk. It's a shame
it takes one of ours to get killed
to see how much at risk we are
out there. You never know who's
following you from practice You
never know if people are watching you and going to try to rob
you. It's easy money for them.
They know you have money."
— Jacksonville Jaguars CB Terry
Cousin.

vs. Gardner Webb/ Cornell;
5/5 pm.
Swimming and Diving:
at Ohio State Invitational
Hockey:
vs. Wayne State: 7:05 p.m.

SUNDAY
Swimming and Diving:
at Ohio State Invitational

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1987 - Joe Montana of 49ers
completes NFL record 22
consecutive passes.
1987 - New Orleans Saints
win. assuring their 1st winning
NFL season.
1976-NY Yankees sign free
agent Reggie Jackson to 5year contract.
1890 -First Army-Navy
football game. Score:
Navy 24. Army 0 at West
Point.

The List
In honor of the bowl
announcements that are
coming this Sunday, our five
stupidest bowl names.

1. Roady s

IVNNE SUDKY
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IN LOVING MEMORY: A teddy bear brought by a football fan sits outside the home of Washington Redskins safety Sean Taylor in Palmetto Bay. Fla. Tuesday. Nov 27.2007 Taylor died early
Tuesday one day after being shot in his home. Taylor's death among other incidents has other athletes seeking more security.

Shooting brings perspective for athletes
the death, right on that jugular."
If Fred Taylor sounds a bit jumpy, somewhat
paranoid, even a little desperate... well, he is.

By Paul Newberry
The Associated Press

Fred Taylor has a permit to carry a concealed
gun. His house is equipped with a high-tech
security system, cameras included. Still, he
wonders if all that's enough to keep him safe.
After fellow NFL star Sean Taylor was gunned
down in his own home, dead at the age of 24,
Fred Taylor is considering a more primitive form
of protection.
"I'm soon to get one of the big canine security dogs," said the Jacksonville Jaguars' running
back, who isn't related to Sean Taylor. "Don't get
caught in my yard. The dog's going to bite you 'til

He's not alone

Athletes feel as though they're under attack,
their luxurious worlds invaded by thugs and
hustlers and criminals who want to take them
down — or take what they've worked so hard
to earn through their skills on the courts and
playing fields.
"We're definitely targets now," said Cuientin
Richardson of the New York Knicks, who still
moums the brother killed during a robbery two
years ago. "They assume that we carry around
large sums of money and jewelry and things like

that, and right now it seems like they're thinking
we're easy targets."
Sean Taylor's death was only the latest example of a crime wave thai appears to haw athletes
in its sights. These players, ufio seem invulnerable with a helmet on their heads or a ball in
their hands, are finding they're all too human
when staring down the barrel of a gun.
"Hate, it's just hate." said Cleveland Cavaliers
megastar leBron lames, who can't go anywhere
without being recognized. "People just hate on
us because we're in the position that we are.
See ATHLETES! Page 10

"Security is always an issue no
matter what you're doing or
where you're going — home
games, road, after practice. It's
always a concern. You take certain steps to try to watch where
you go. who you go with, where
you are, what time of night. I
tell my wife about going to the
mall — I worry about that. We're ;
on the road, and our schedules
are very public. People know
when were not home" — Miami !
Dolphins LB Jason Taylor
"The thing about professional
athletes, I think we hate to admit
that we might need security. All
our lives we've been taking care
of ourselves. Now. in a situation
where we're being targeted, we
might need to step up security.
Hire somebody to make sure
were safe." — Chicago Bulls C
Ben Wallace.
"It's tough. Everybody knows
who you are. You don't even
have to be a flashy guy
Somebody's going to find out
who you are. — Tennessee
Titans LB Keith Bulluck.

Humanitarian:
Nothing says humanitarian
quite like a truck stop
company.

2. Gaylords Hotels
Music City: Rolls right
off the tongue doesn't it?

3. San Diego County
Credit Union
Poinsettia: Also quite
the tongue-twister. Doesn't
it make you want to take out
your first loan?
4. Brut Sun: All the cool
kids had Brut back in middle
school. Is the sun a brute
though? Or does Brut make
you hotter than the sun?

5. Meineke Car
Care: Bowl games and oil
changes are like peas and
carrots.

Swimmers head to
states capital for meet
By Andrew Harncr
Reporter

The B(i women's swimming apd
diving team will find itself to
be the smallest team in its next
meet. But assistant coach Mark
Howard doesn't foresee that
being a problem when it comes
to posting good finishes.
"We have nothing to lose and
everything to gain," Howard
said. "Some of those schools
don't even know where BGSU
is."
The Falcons are traveling to
Ohio State today for the threeday OSU Invitational and
will face off against II bigger
Division I schools from all across
the country.
TheBGswimmerswillbefacing
off against Ohio State, Michigan
State, Iowa, Minnesota, Illinois,
Utah and Denver. The divers will

Ashley Belrose
BG diver has won
two events so far
this season.

be taking on Alabama. Arizona
State, Denver, Iowa, Minnesota,
Notre Dame, Purdue, Ohio State
and Utah.
"Ohio State has a really great
program going," Howard said.
"And last year we battled very
well with Denver."
In theFalconslastmeetagainst
Miami on Nov. 10, they lost 177122, but had several promising
finishes.
Sophomore Meg Richardson
won her first race of the season
See SWIMMING | Page 10

7-4 Browns feeling playoff-type vibes
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

BEREA, Ohio - Browns wide
receiver Joe lurevicius doesn't
dread his wife sending him on
errands anymore.
Cleveland's surprising season
has made life easier as he runs
fry patterns down the aisles at the
local grocery store.
"Instead of people telling me
the milk is over there when it's not
really over there because they're
langryl at us, it's kind of nice to
get the right directions and have
people smiling," he said.
Clevelanders are more than
beaming these days. They're
believing.
The Browns, one of the NFEs
proudest and most star-crossed
teams for decades, are winning
again.
At 7-4, they'refirmly entrenched
in the AFC playoff race, and as the
final month of the regular season
approaches, it's the Browns, not
the Patriots, not the Packers or

"For so many years.
we weren't even in
the conversation of
the NFL world."
Phil Dawsor | Brow

I

•

even the Cowboys, who are this
year's feel-good story.
They've become media darlings.
Since their 27-17 win over
I louston on Sunday, the club has
been Overwhelmed with national
interview requests as The New
York Times, USA Today, Sports
Illustrated and other print outlets
converged on Cleveland along
with the NFL Network, Mike &
Mike In the Morning and the Best
Damn Sports Show.
ESPN even sent a camera crew
to quarterback Derek Anderson's
hometown of Scappoose, Ore.,
to do a feature.
Everyone, it seems, wants a

piece of these Brownies. Hie
unusual attention has been
overwhelming.
"It's almost been a little surreal," said kicker Phil I )awson. who
has endured Cleveland's many
low points as the lone player left
from the club's 1999 expansion
team. "For so many years, we
weren't even in the conversation
of the Nil. world. And now all of
a sudden, we are. It's fun."
To a point.
While Browns coach Romeo
Crcnnel is pleased that his players are getting their due. he'salso
concerned about them becom
ing distracted by their newfound
fame and possibly thinking
they're better than they are.
"They Stan believing what
everybody tells them and then
that takes your focus off the
job you have to do." he said. "If
they re not mature enough, they
might not work as hard. Then
See BROWNS | Page 10
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From Page 9

Ihey s;i\ Its just given to us. they
don't believe we work haul in gel
when? were at So (hey want to try
anil take it from US."
Stiui Taylor, a I'm Bowl safety
with theWashlngton Redskins, was
sleeping earty Monday at his home
in an affluent Miami suburb, along
with hi-- longtime girlfriend and the
couple's Ill-month-old daughter.
Without warning, according to
a family friend, die couple were
awakened by loud noises, laylor
giabbed a machete he kept nearby for protection, hut il did him
no good when the intruder broke

down the bedroom door and Bred
two shots, one striking the player
in the leg and tipping through a
vital artery laytot died a Ihdeovei
IM hour, later
Police are still sorting through
the evidence, trying to come up
with some motive lor the shocking, brazen crime, hut laylors
lellou athletes aren't waiting lor
answers. Some are looking into
hiring security guards. Others are
considering whether to turn their

LYNNESLADKY

cnmerlwck Duma liohinson. tying
up tlie victim and stealing jewelry.
That same month, Memphis foothall player laylor Bradford was
shot to death in what police have
described as a botched robbery
[he four suspects alegerjy thought
be was raining several thousand
dollars in casino winnings.

homes into fortresses, Everyone

— A burglary crew in Los

is watching their hack, and with

Angeles lias targeted homes in
wealthy neighborhoods, making
off with millions in cash and jewI'lty. Among its reported victims:
dippers slat t uiiino Mobley. who
lost $500,000 in cash and jewelry.

good reason
lust look at this blotter

Two NBA players, Eddy Curry
and Antoine Walker, were rohlxtl
;iisi weeks apart in their Chicagoarea homes over the summer.
Curry, his wile and an employee
were tied up at his suburban mansion, Walker and a relative were
similarly terrorized at bis SI million townhouse in a ritzy section
of the dry
—In September, two men broke
into the home ot Houston'lexans

And now, Taylor
"For the most pan. we have way
more money than the president,
but less security," said Minnesota
Vikings safety I hvight Smith, who
grew up in Detroit. "You try to
move your family to a good neighborhood, but you're never out of
the way If somebody wants to gel
Mcdinesl reminds them of that

BROWNS

everyday

From Page 9
you end up losing a game that
you should have won. or could

have won.
"We have to talk to the guys
about the next game, concentrating and focusing I've got some
veterans that help me do that."
Willie Mc( iinesl isoneCrennel's
primary enforcers.
I hi' Browns' elderly statesman and veteran linebacker, who
also played for Crennel in New
England, lias been keeping his
teammates' egos in check, They
haven't won anything yet and

AP PHOTO

MEMORIAL: student Enc Licbier. light, reads a poem in memory of Washington
Redskins safety Sean Taylor during a memorial service at Gulliver Preparatory School in
Miami Wednesday. Nov. 28 Taylor, who was a 2001 graduate of Gulliver, died Tuesday after
being shot >n his home by an apparent intruder Al left is a photo ol Taylor

"What success?'' Mc( iinesl said.
"It's definitely better than what we
had last year. We're on the tight
road but I don't think were getting complacent or getting satisfied with our record just because
we've won more' games. The goal

is a lot higher
"At the end of the day. il doesn't
really mailer what you do or how
greal a season you have if you don't
win and go to the next level."
That next level would be Ibe

playoffs, but the "P-wonf isn't
mentioned inside Cleveland's
locker room without prompting.
Those orders come from Crennel,

to you. they can get to you."
Chicago Bulls center Ben
Wallace has never felt threatened,
hut he's becoming increasingly
wary of what could happen.
"Most of us came from the
street. We feel like we know the
street. We feel like we can pretty
much protect ourselves. All our
lives we've been taking care of ourselves," he said. "Now, it's becoming a situation where things are
starting to be a Hole different
Now. you might need that bodyguard standing beside you. extra
security at your house,"
That athletes, often black athletes, are under tire is not surprising to fames It'terson, an English
professor at Bucknell University
who has studied AfricanAmerican culture.
He point I'd out tiiat many
athletes come from lough backgrounds themselves, liven when
and there isn't a player who dares
not follow them.
i le's always reminding us that
we're going to get more media

exposure," guard Eric Steinbach
said. "Looking inside ibis locker
room we know what we've got
to do yet. We haven't done anything yet All we've done is won
seven games, we haven't done
anything as far as the postseason.
"We're not there yet to be sitting back and kind of getting
patted on the back."
Eor now, the Browns are
enjoying their flavor-of-thenioment status. Success can be
Heeling in a league where upsets

WWWBGNEWSCOM

ihey sign million-dollar contracts,
it's hard lo get away from those
early influences.
"A lot of it has to do with entourages. These guys hang out with
the same cast thai Ihey did on the
streets," Peterson said. "Some of
those people are jealous, or they
bring the wrong element into the
athlete's sphere."
And it's not surprising, he
added, that athletes increasingly
find themselves robbery targets
"They've got the toys thai the
burglar wants," Peterson said.
"They've got the flatscreen TV's.
They've got the right stereo systems, the right video games, the
right jewelry. A burglar from the
streets would much rather lxrobbing someone like Sean Taylor
... than some old couple across
the street who's not going to have
those type of things."
In the early morning hours of
Ian. 1, Denver Broncos comerback Darrent Williams was killed
after leaving a Denver nightclub,
his limousine sprayed with bullets
in a drive-by shooting that apparently stemmed from an altercation in the club between people in
bis party and gang members.
I Vtcrson said athletes are especially vulnerable when they go
out in public, and he feels many
are unfairly labeled as instigators
when they're often just trying to
defend themselves.
AP S/nrts Writers Mark long in
kuksomnlle. Ila, lirUin Maltowy in
NeioYoitlbinWitlursiiiCJeieliuul.
Ion Kmwcsynskt in Minneapolis,
Cottn l-ty in Milwaukee, Andrew
SeOgman in Cliictigo. Amie
Suipleton in Denivr. loin Quuuwi
in bast Rutlierfonl. A'./., and (leorfp
Henry in Snwnnee, (la., contribiiMl
toddsreport
are all loo common and where
one costly injury can destroy a
team's aspirations.
"Il all came on so quick,"
Dawson said, "and il can leave
just as quick."
Drab uniforms aside, the
Browns are football fashionable
and Cleveland fans, who have
been subjected to more than
their share of misery in recent
years, are beginning to savor
this unexpected season.
"People are starling to get a
little excited," Dawson said. "I
think the fans might have been
a little hesitant at first to jump
in because we've let them down
so many limes in the past.

SWIMMING
From Page 9

against Miami by setting a new
personal-best in the 100-yard
breaslstroke (1:07.37). Another
sophomore, l-'rankie Houck, also
swam well against Miami, taking the 50 and 100-yard freesiyles.
lunior Alisha Yee has 13 wins
on the season and won three
races her last time out Ashley
Belrose is pacing the divers with
two wins on the year.
Howard is confident the
Falcons can continue posting
good limes despite the heightened competition and long layoff.
"ForourgoalsalOhioSlate.ihe
layoff is a good thing," Howard
said. "We were able to focus on
each person individually."
I.ast season, BG traveled to
OSU for the first time and finished seventh of 14 teams.
Yee was a lop swimmer for
the falcons finishing in the lop

10 three times including a third
place in the 100-yard backstroke
with a then career-best time of
56.86.
Kim Albin and Erankie Houck
also added three personal bests
last season.
"I do believe there will definitely be lop eighl finishes and
some opportunities for top three
finishes," Howard said. "For our
girls at this point in their season,
it would be excellent."
Howard said the team is looking to post in-season bests and
possibly some career best times.
On top of that, he wants to see
every relay team do belter than
last year at this meet.
"I wouldn't be surprised if
relays this weekend are righl on
par with what we did al (the
Mid-American
Conference
Championships] last year,"
Howard said.
The meet kicks off today 11
a.m. with swimming preliminaries and diving finals begin
Sunday at 12 p.m. and swimming finals at 3 p.m.

HOCKEY
From Page 9

this month. To do this, they'll
need Derek Whilmore, Kevin
Schmidt, and a few others to keep
producing at the steady clip ihey
have been. The pair, along with
Brandon Svendsen, teamed up to
score the Falcons' only goal in the
2-1 loss to Notre Dame.
Whitmorc currently ranks second in the CCHA in points per
game with 1.50, behind only
Michigan's Kevin Porter, who happens lo lead the nation in scoring.
Schmidt. OH the other hand,
tops the country in points per
game by a defenseman. He has
three goals and nine assists for a
point sum thai nearly eclipses his
overall career total coming into
this season.
Wayne ^ Stale goalie Brett
Bothwell vvill certainly be ready
for whatever Whitmore, Schmidt,
and the rest of the Falcons have
lo throw at him. The sophomore
goalie stopped 42-of-44 shots
in his team's 3-2 win last Friday
against St. lawrence.
The Warriors may lake a somewhat bittersweet sense from
Saturday's final matchup against
its 1-75 opponent. Wayne Stale
University has elected to discontinue its hockey program after this

TREVOR IK
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GRINDING IT OUT: BG's Patrick Wing
works the puck through the corner in a
game against Northern Michigan on Nov
17 BG laces Wayne State this weekend in a
home-and-home series.
season.

During the game, however.
Much said it will be all business
against WSU coach Bill Wilkinson,
who has old ties to BG hockey
himself.
"(The last match is Interesting,
in just tlie fact thai we have a lot
of respect for Bill," Much said.
"What he's done over the years,
with the lime he spent here al
Bowling Green, the head coach of
Western Michigan, and at Wayne
lie's been a first class individual
"Thai's more sniff for after the
game though. Wife want to gel ourselves back into i hat positive winning feeling this weekend."

Live close to Campus
Now Leasing for Fall 2008!
CAMPBELL HILL

FRAZEE&E. MERRY

I'lllUtllS

»P««'MINIS

f^^^

^

£j Iti _,.'•
? a 1 BfDTOOM TOWN HOUSES

#21 FALCONS vs. WAYNE STATE

COLUMBIA COURT

2 BEOH.O0MS. 2 BATHK00MS

HEINZ
A P A R I M i N

TOMORROW - 7:05pm
BGSU ICE ARENA

Don't miss the first of only two remaining opportunities
to catch the BG leers at home before the New Year, as
they host their neighbor to the North!

GREENBRIAR, INC
B77BBSU TICKET

445 EAST W00STER ST.

BGSUFALC0NS.COM

i

419-352-0717

Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm Saturday: 9am - 1pm

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Classifieds

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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The Daily Crossword Fix

BGSU-

brought to you by
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Alma Mater
'

Alma Mater hear us.
As we praise thy name
Make us worthy sons and daughters
Adding to thy fame.

From your halls of ivy
To the campus scene.
Chimes ring out with gladness
From our dear Bowling Green.

Time will treat you kindly
Years from now you II be
Ever dearer in our hearts.
Our University.

When all is just a mem ry
Of the by-gone days.
Hear our hymn dear Alma Mater
As thy name we praise.

■

■

I ■■

419-372-6977

Lost/ Found
FOUND.WAfMART WISH CARD
$100. outside Founders 11/28
Call 937-974-7868

Help Wanted

For Rent

Direct Care Openings! Do you have
what it takes to assist persons with
MR/DD with daily living skills in a
gioup home setting9 Full time, part
time. 8 Sub positions available.
SB 50 -S13 18/hr based on exp Positions require High School Diploma or
GED and valid drivers license & acceptable driving record Obtain application at Wood County Board of
MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green. Ent. B. Mon-Fn,
8am-4.30pm or download from
www.woodlaneresidential.org.
E.O.E.

2 RM EFFIC APT
Close to BGSU & Downtown Util
incl in rent S425/mo NO PETS, non
smoker Ph. 419-352-2104.

BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Afternoon counter person needed
Please apply at Longs Cleaners
1204 W WoosterSt
Bistro Wasabi hiring servers, bussers & hostesses Apply in person.
3150 Chappel Dr Levis Commons.
Perrysburg OH 43551
DIRECT CARE: Sunshine Inc has
openings for positive, patient people
to provide direct care to individuals
with MR/DD We currently have
openings in our Supported Living
Department tor Direct Support Professionals on 3rd shitt This position
requires awake direct care hours and
approx 6 hours ol paid sleeping time
at mm wage Responsibilities include providing personal care, helping with daily living activities and
working on community involvement
Candidates with experience in the
M/R field are preferred but not required We otter competitive wages:
S8.27-S9.87 during awake hours
based on education/experience with
ADDITIONAL S1/hr ATTENDANCE
BONUS POTENTIAL. All positions
require ' Valid drivers license &
good driving record ■ High school diploma or GED " Pre-emptoyment
background screening.
Sunshine offers excellent benefits,
quality ongoing training programs
competitive wages and potential for
growth Full benefit package offered
with positions working 30 hrs/wk
Apply in person at Sunshine Inc of
NW Ohio. 7223 Maumee-Western
Rd . Maumee. OH 43537 Applications accepted Mon -Fri.. 8am-4pm
For more information and to learn
about additional employment opportunities, please call 419-794-1368 or
visit www.work4sgnshine org EOE.

International health firm needs distributors 6+ figure income potential
Call for info 419-409-0055
Nanny 11 am to 7 pm Mon. thru Fri.
Some overnights S7.00 hr plus
benefits Exp pref 419-872-6222
Now hiring dancers No expenence
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 after 8 pm
Widowed Perrysburg executive w/15
yr old daughter, is offering free room
& board to a responsible college age
female, to be in charge when he is
out of town on business trips Private
room, bath & library/study will be
provided Kitchen & laundry privileges included Willing to assume
traveling expenses for commuting
student It interested, please call
419-408-0221

For Rent

■

419-352-5620
3 bdrm house, unfurn 139 S College Dr S1200 per mo , melds gas
Avail. 5/15/08. 1 yr. lease, dep reqd
419-348-3134
3 br. 1 1/2 bath, huge kitchen,
washer/dryer, garage, car port, large
yard, pets welcome, across from
Kenwood School 419-354-7257

■■
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24
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34
36
37

Closing passage
Writer Oz
Relative status
Lennon's love
Cameo role
Wall covering
Lug
Borodin's pnnce
Brit, flyboys
Range
Puccini pieces
Military tribute
"Saint Maybe"
novelist
Couple
Dog's bane
Droop
Avoid
Examine
Cart-pulling pair
Beer ingredient
Novelist Cather
Court
Greek drink
Pitch symbol
Surf partner?
Like a drumhead
Circle segment

Part 3 of quip
Lasso
Goddess of discord
Medicinal plants
Want too much
Masseuse's place
End of quip
Lived hand to mouth
Lost traction
Perch
Highland loch
Sicilian volcano
Rebellion of 1857-58

38
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
50

Iron pumper's pride
Seashore
Enc Clapton's axes
Gives in
Sagebrush State
Quarry
Make behind time
Similar
Silver screen parts
Cornishman or
Welshman, e.g.
Norse god
Cease
Monterrey money
Bohemian
Res.
Enemy

51
52
53
54
56
57
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 15 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISRN€LLO'S
203 N. Main

F

"«D

€UV€RV

M
StiOO Minimum

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALS
352-5166 www.pisanellos.com

5;

Available lor 2008 2009
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
Call 419-354-9740
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www.buckeyeinnandstudios com
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631 Elm St 4 bdrm. 1 1/2 baths
garage, large deck, W/D.
Call 419-305-5987

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Otfice open 10-2 M - F
www bgapartmenls com

__1

<g£

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

FOR RENT for the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses 2 efficiencies
1 Ig 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225

Effic. apt unfurn 139 S College
S320 mo meld gas S util Avail
5/15/08 1 yr lease, dep reqrd Call
419-348-3134

Professors or grad. students Private
home in BG. Westgate edition. 4
bedrms, 2 firepl. all appliances. S300
incl all util 419-352-5523. Iv. msg

Jay-Mar 2 bedroom apartment
Dishwasher/Central Air
S300 00 Security Deposit
Available NOW

The Highlands 1 bedroom apartment
Remodeled Tenant pays electric
S300 00 Security Deposit
Available December & January
419-354-6036

Tired of your roommates7 Studios as
low as S299 Available immediately
Move in before Dec. 15 and recieve
a free 8GB iPod Touch Call today

419-354-6036

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Ivywood* $>

419-352-0590

—Preferred'
Properties Co.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Find A Place To Call Home

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

www preterredpropertiescocom

MAKE YOUR HOME NT:

Viz Blocks From Campus
-FREE HEAT-

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:'

VARSlIt SQUAW
•MOT MINTS

B l/TPSHAM

n~

Studios: Irom $309

Want to advertise in

I Bedrooms Irom $435

N

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

I Bedroom & El

t

OFFICE HOURS

CKUTUFUUBUUnS!

THE BGNEWS?
Call 419.372.2605
to speak to a representative
today.

"

Chocolate substitute
Slammer or clink
River of New York City
Man from Muscat
Forum wear
Picture of a physician?
Start of a quip
Pop the question
Indiana pro
AWOL part
Not of the doth
Electric eye. e.g.
Part 2 of quip
Aggrandize
Chits
Cal. abbr.
Order to a broker
Claw
Humdinger
Letters that bang
Astronomer Sagan
Steady starer

4 bdrm. 2 baths. W/D. 1 car
gar .downtown BG. S975 plus util
Dep & rel reqd 419-308-7125

1 bdrm apt lor gtad students or mature undergrads Close to campus
Avail Dec 1st Call Gary 419-3525414.

2 bdrm apt unfurn 139 1/2 S College S620 mo melds gas & util.
Avail 5/15/08 1 yr lease, dep reqd
419-348-3134
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228 S College #K. Two bedroom
newly remodeled apartment
$395 00 per month plus electric
Available Immediately

Subleaser needed 1 bedrm.. 1/2
block from campus Dec to May
Call 937-631-6733

2 & 3 bdrm apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239

.

1

I.

ACROSS

2 subleasers for 2 bdrm. apt. at Univ.
Courts Available 12/10/07 For more
info please call 216-799-4101

08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals.com
S5WEB/call 419-353-0325

1 bedroom on 7th St S420 per mo
includes utilities Available Dec 19
419-287-4337

■

1

Help Wanted

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCaiClub com

■■
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Classified Ads
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C A, Peti Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance Patio
Short Term Leases Avail
418-352-7681

Mon-Fri: 8-5

VARSITY SQUARE

530 S. Maple St.

apartments

-C33E3SD

419-352-9378

419-353-7715 t£j

u
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Holiday

W Semi Fon 113,12007
HOUSES!

I Catering

1

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

\ 419-353-2277

*

r

j* fjdn* Barren & Drew Holrwri
Hnaryn Ivans & Phil Seas
l

'

^kr^HMv

'08 - '09 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

r
r

^rfl

Hk

Call 419-352-9392
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

Ms

These houses won't
last long

■

Call TODAY!

m

I■■■■■iHSZI^'JUjUl
J Pahl't
Free Estimates
Foreign and Domestic
Insurance Claims Welcome
Towing Available
Complete Collision Service

Lindsey Pain 6 Date

>.

Stephanie Hayes & Jeremy

Kelly SkaggsS Kyle Foster

in

Meaan Volkish & tin Schmidl

Sarah VisintainerS Date
lindsey Whitater S Erk Raymen

r>

Natalie turek & Nick Hubka

Nicole Wallers Date
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Jackie Naqy& Jacqueline Kovadi

Sarah lehman&wes Morgan

JH

Meicn sown & Aaion Alexander

Michelle Phillips S Dave HuirJ

Jessica Dill SOW Man Gutek

MandyOsbornSDate
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Stacy McClellon S Justin Wittenmyer
Maggie Sweeney S Chris Spilker

>
>

Stephanie Brown S Brett Boyce

Ion Heckalhorn S Date

hi

Michelle Coiner & Matthew Musser

Sam Midolo S Kevin lannanno

Melissa Dennison & Jesse lowe

Laura Selvaogw & David Polinski

Kelly lilakS Paul Hart

Tori Tnvisonno S Mitch Weishanh

u*

Ashley BamOam & Kevin Brown

A lyssa Nolan S Jake Ftiley

■^,

Katie Halleck S John Davis

1

MoHyKtaiki ,

Megan Dnon S Date

CartliriM<TaQ«art*IWv>.hioi)vi

Kate CasteelS Matt Crandall

Kan GuSS C*l BtHtfev
Amanda ApjRkyS.'.;.!. w.mi

Malloiy Adams S Chris Jasmski

M«JM W^ (Keston

Christina lekasS Date

Cheathem

Jessy Hayes 8 Date

~~
III

Kelsey Shank* Jeff Olenych

Asl*yPerrySNatePoriik
AnamJ,) Aliens Danny 0

Kate lowevy S Luke Sloma

JwHi'istSDate

Ashley RiggsSBrycePechak

Jff^Bio-Hoffaman & Tim Dzurovcin

Shannon Hephner S Mike Hoeliel

Sam Hill& Trent Reiman

!■ 1

I'l

Kevin HojnackiS Date

JuJ.< Pmgai S Nick Adkins

Jeni Holden S (liot Bennie

4193523649
540 S Maple
Bowling Green. OH 43402

hi

Jessica Beane& Date

BriaPeWilliamsanSUCaiswell

^B

hi

(aria Bertoldi & Jimmy Hart man

^^HMRS KM" Ceeves
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Bethany Wmovich & Anihony Stretar

Jes Herrerra & Columbus Short

,

1P-I

Kim BeckaS Date

Ctinsta Fitch & Kyle taluk

^^ saran Gidicns Sean UUiooinak

i
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Oenise Meyer«Chris Giqliotti
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Stephanie ShaferS Date

i

FROBOSE RENTALS
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Sarah Borskk S Jordan Snyder
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Men's Hockey

1^, Friday. Novanbw 30.2007

WAL-MART

WWWBGNEWS.COM

to BG! Beat Wayne Slate!

SUPERCENTER
ALWAYS LOW PRICES

SAVI1
131 West Gypsy Lane* 352-3776

Become a Falcon Fanatic!

Get all your game gear at SBX
•
•
•
•

Foam Fingers
T-shirti.
Sweatshirts
Blankets

• Face Decals
•Jackets
• Seat Cushions
• Thundersticks

530 East Wooster st, BG

'"-

■■

T

■
•
•
•

Bandanas
Pom Poms
orange wigs
and much more!

419.3537732

